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Abstract 

 
There view from past provides brief information about the various different types of innovations done in seed 

sowing machine available for plantation. The machine for seed sowing is a key component of agriculture field. 

Cotton is a significant beneficial harvest and extensively traded commodity across the world. This paper aims at 

promoting a new method of sowing cotton seeds through punching mechanism. The efficiency rate of the 

mechanism is higher than the usually undertaken manually operating methods. The basic objective of sowing 

operation is to put the seed and fertilizer in rows at desired depth and seed to seed spacing, covering of seeds 

with soil and to provide proper compaction over the seed.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 

We introduced punching type mechanism in 

our machine. This is auto adjustable in row wise 

and depth also as requirement of seed. The working 

of automatic seed planter is different from the 

conventional seed sowing mechanism. The primary 

objective of the mentioned project unit is to 

increase the overall efficiency of the working 

process of sowing of seeds in the farm at the time 

of farming (especially for cotton seeds as it is the 

main crop). The seeds are dibbled in lines at a 

depth of 30 mm with two seeds per hill maintaining 

the desired spacing between the two rows and 

plants. In conventional planting or manual planting 

of cotton seed the labour requirement is high. So 

the cost of the cultivation is higher. In punching 

type seed planter the requirement is very less as 

comparedto the conventional cultivation. The entire 

unit is drawn by bullock which is economically 

preferable for every class of farmers.In traditional 

methods seed sowing is done by broadcasting 

manually, opening furrows by a plough and 

dropping seeds by hand.The following diagram 

represent transmission unit with hopper and tines 

attached with the frame. Implementation of 

automation process increases the output of the 

farming process with lesser input and lesser 

maintenance during its lifecycle. 

 

1.1 Factors Affecting Seed Germination  

Mechanical factors which affect seed 

germination: 

 

1. Seed damage during metering; 

2. Uniformity of depth of placement of seed. 

3. Uniformity of distribution of seed along rows. 

4. Transverse displacement of seed from the row. 

5. Prevention of loose soil getting under the seed. 

6. Degree of soil compaction above the seed;  

7. Uniformity of soil cover over the seed; and 

8. Mixing of fertilizer with seed during placement 

in the furrow. 
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2.0 Literature Review 

Mahesh R. Pundkar [1] stated that the 

seed sowing machine is a key component of 

agriculture field. high precision pneumatic planters 

have been developed for many verities of crops, for 

a wide range of seed sizes, resulting to uniform 

seeds distribution along the travel path , in seed 

spacing. 

The main goal of M.A. Asoodar [2] another 

agricultural researcher determined the effects of 

different seeding technique and machines and also 

different rates of oilseed rape application on 

seeding emergence plant establishment and final 

grain yield. 

P.P. Shelke [3] conclude that bullock drawn 

planters are becoming necessity for sowing as the 

skilled workers for sowing are almost diminishing. 

Planting distance and plant population are crucial 

factors in maximising the yields of crops.  

 

3.0 Mechanism 

The following is the mechanism of 

automatic seed planter punching type:- 

3.1 Main parts of automatic seed planter 

punching type: 

• Punching mechanism 

• Chain and sprocket mechanism 

• Seed metering disk 

• Driving wheels 

• Power transmission 

 

 Punching Mechanism 

                This mechanism is used for punching 

before the placement of seed. In this mechanism 

three cams are attached in a single shaft with three 

connecting rod. When the rotary motion is 

converted into reciprocating motion, connecting 

rod get motion for punching soil. The distance 

between the seed can be adjusted by adjusting the 

cam shaft. The depth of the seed also adjustable. 

 

 
Figure 1 punching mechanism 

3.3Chain and sprocket mechanism 

         The main function of chain and sprocket 

mechanism is to increase speed. As the entire unit 

is bullock drawn the speed of sowing seed is not 

constant. For that two gear is used with different no 

of teeth. Chain is attached with the gear for 

increase the speed. 

 

 
Figure 2 chain and sprocket mechanism 

 Seed Metering disk 

The material used for seed metering disk 

is plastic. This disk is available with different no of 

holes on the periphery. The no of holes decided the 

seed planting distance between two consecutive 

seeding. 
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Figure 3 seed metering disk 

Driving wheels: 

 

 
Figure 4 driving wheels 

The driving wheel is made of mild steel. It rotates 

and transfers the power to the shaft for the 

discharge of fertilizer and seed through the chain 

and sprocket assembly. 

 

Power Transmission: 

The power transmission is primarily 

initiated by the driving wheel mentioned above, 

through forward movement of the bullocks. The 

drive to the fertilizers is given through a combined 

assembly of gear and a blank mounted on a shaft 

that passes through the fertilizer hopper. Whereas 

the stocking seeds in the seed hopper are driven by 

the agitators. The above mentioned circuits of 

motion are initiated by chain drive connected to the 

drive wheel. 

4.0 Working 

The frame of Automatic Seed planter 

punching type made up of mild steel angle iron 

section over which the other components like 

hoppers to store the seeds as well as fertilizer, seed 

metering system, ground wheels, Grounded 

adjustable power wheel, Punching system with 

tools, pipes & handle, mini hoppers, adjustable 

plows etc. There are three different hoppers of 

seeds for sowing the different crops simultaneously 

also provision for single hopper of fertilizer. Fluted 

rollers are used for the metering the seeds and 

fertilizer which are mounted on a single shaft made 

up of steel of 16mm diameter, this shaft is driven 

by a simple chain & sprocket mechanism driven by 

the adjustable power wheel. Ground wheels are 

adjustable consist of hole cavity on the bar 

(vertically attached on stub axel) which makes the 

provision for depth control of the seeds. The vital 

part of the unit is adjustable power wheel from 

which the entire powers required to run the unit is 

provided also it consist of adjustable links for the 

adjustment of chain which are fasten by nut & 

bolts. The punching system consist of the fixed 

rectangular frame made up of M.S angle section 

assembled to the frame of entire unit & the 

reciprocating assembly on the bottom of which the 

arrangement of the tools placing is attached on the 

other end there is a crank-lever mechanism by 

which the tool reciprocates in up & down direction. 

The crank-lever motion is provided by the rotation 

of crank shaft which is driven by the chain-

sprocket mechanism between shaft of fluted seed 

rollers & the arrangement to rotate the crank shaft. 

The function of adjustable ploughs is avoiding the 

danger of breaking the tool by loosening the soil 

initially. 
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Figure 5 working model 

5.0 Limitations of Conventional Sowing 

Methods 

The following are the limitations of Existing 

Machine:- 

 

• The Weight of the Machine is more 

• Available for Tractors drive. 

• No Arrangement for depth control. 

• No Arrangement for seed bed preparation. 

• Improper compaction of soil over furrows. 

• Adjustment of row spacing is improper. 

• Uneconomical 

 

6.0 Advantages of Proposed Machine 

The following are the advantages of the 

proposed machine:- 

• It maintains the proper row spacing. 

•  The seeds and fertilizers can be placed at 

proper depth. 

•  The angle of inclination of the seed and 

fertilizer box can be adjusted according to 

the height of the bull. 

• Seed rate can be controlled. 

•  Many seeds can be sown by this machine. 

• Mixed cropping can be easily done. 

 

7.0 Futurescope 

As the entire unit is bullock driven we can add 

• Microcontrollerfor fully automation.  

• The unit can also be driven by petrol or 

diesel engine. 

 

8.0 Conclusion 

After comparing the different method of seed 

sowing and limitations of the existing machine, it is 

concluded that the multi-purpose seed sowing 

machine can 

 

• Maintain row spacing and controls seed 

and fertilizer rate. 

• Control the seed and fertilizer depth and 

proper utilization of seeds and fertilizers 

can be done with less loss. 

• Perform the various simultaneous 

operations and hence saves labour 

requirement, labour cost, labour time, 

total cost of saving and can be affordable 

for the farmers. 
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